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Abstract—Domain Adaptation (DA) methods are usually
carried out by means of simply reducing the marginal dis-
tribution differences between the source and target domains,
and subsequently using the resultant trained classifier, namely
source classifier, for use in the target domain. However, in
many cases, the true predictive distributions of the source and
target domains can be vastly different especially when their
class distributions are skewed, causing the issues of sample
selection bias in DA. Hence, DA methods which leverage the
source labeled data may suffer from poor generalization in the
target domain, resulting in negative transfer. In addition, we
observed that many DA methods use either a source classifier or
a linear combination of source classifiers with a fixed weighting
for predicting the target unlabeled data. Essentially, the labels
of the target unlabeled data are spanned by the prediction
of these source classifiers. Motivated by these observations, in
this paper, we propose to construct many source classifiers of
diverse biases and learn the weight for each source classifier
by directly minimizing the structural risk defined on the target
unlabeled data so as to heal the possible sample selection bias.
Since the weights are learned by maximizing the margin of
separation between opposite classes on the target unlabeled
data, the proposed method is established here as Maximal
Margin Target Label Learning (MMTLL), which is in a form of
Multiple Kernel Learning problem with many label kernels.
Extensive experimental studies of MMTLL against several
state-of-the-art methods on the Sentiment and Newsgroups
datasets with various imbalanced class settings showed that
MMTLL exhibited robust accuracies on all the settings consid-
ered and was resilient to negative transfer, in contrast to other
counterpart methods which suffered significantly in prediction
accuracy.

Keywords-Domain Adaptation, Sample Selection Bias, Neg-
ative Transfer, Maximum Margin Separation, Multiple Kernel
Learning, Classifier Selection

I. INTRODUCTION

To date, many practical realizations of machine intelli-

gence and classification are making their way as important

tools that assist humans in their decision making process.

A motivating example is sentiment prediction which as-

sists marketing personnel in their formulations of novel

sale strategies. In many instances, when a new product is

launched, many comments may be posted over the Internet

without providing any sentiment polarity, i.e., positive or

negative feedbacks. Without any label information, typical

supervised and semi-supervised techniques [1] are unable

to be applied directly. To address this problem, Domain
Adaptation (DA) learning methods have been introduced to

leverage labeled samples from source domains [2]. Here,

target domain refers to the current task to be solved, while

source domains refer to the tasks that bear certain similarities

to the target domain.
Ideally, the target model θ is learned from a predefined

hypothesis space H by minimizing the following expected

risk functional [2]:

min
θ∈H

∫
L(x, y, θ)dPT (x, y), (1)

where L is the loss function and PT (x, y) is the joint distri-

bution of the input x ∈ X and output y ∈ {±1} in the target

domain which, however, is not accessible in practice. Since

PT (x, y) = PT (x)PT (y|x) where PT (x) and PT (y|x) are

the marginal and predictive distribution of the target domain,

respectively. By using the source predictive distribution,

PS(y|x), to approximate the target predictive distribution,

i.e., PS(y|x) � PT (y|x), DA methods attempt to learn the

target model θ by minimizing the following empirical risk

functional defined on the source labeled samples:

min
θ∈H

ns∑
i=1

L(xi, yi, θ)P
S(xi)r(xi)P

S(yi|xi), (2)

where r(x) = PT (x)
PS(x)

, which is the ratio of the target

marginal distribution PT (x) to the source marginal distri-

bution PS(x), can be estimated using the target unlabeled

samples and source samples subject to some criteria [3]–[6],

and ns is the number of source labeled samples {xi, yi}ns .
In general, the distribution of the source samples (train-

ing set) may considerably differ from that of the target

samples (test set), and so their corresponding predictive

distributions are also different, i.e., PS(y|x) �= PT (y|x),
leading to sample selection bias in DA. This phenomenon

further deteriorates when their class distributions differ from

each other [7], [8]. As a result, such sample selection bias

usually creeps in inevitably, which poses a negative impact

on the generalization performance of SVM classifier and

other popular classifiers in the target domain [9]. In such

a scenario, as shown in [7], [8], most DA methods as well

as semi-supervised approaches including TSVM [10] and

LapSVM [11], which leverage the source labeled data in

their learning process, also suffer from poor generalization

in the target domain, which is often known as negative
transfer [12].

To avoid sample selection bias in DA, one should mini-

mize the expected risk functional (1) directly by employing
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some prior knowledge on the output label structure of the

target domain. An intuitive solution is to group u target un-

labeled samples by means of unsupervised learning subject

to some criteria. For instance, Maximum Margin Clustering

(MMC) [13], which maximizes the margin of separation

between opposite clusters via any possible combinations

of labeling on unlabeled samples. Hence, MMC is able to

choose the labels of the unlabeled samples from cu unique

label combinations for a c class problem. However, the large

number of label combinations may lead to a trivial solution

such as grouping all the samples as positive which is deemed

useless [13]–[15]. In addition, since MMC does not use any

label information from the source domains, which can be

harnessed to guide the method to good solution from the

identified set of promising solutions. Hence, MMC may give

inferior performance compared to DA methods.

On the other hand, we observed that many DA methods

use either a classifier learned from single source domain [4],

[5], [16] or a linear combination of classifiers learned from

multiple source domains [17], [18] to infer the true labels

of the target unlabeled data. Thus, in general, the hypothesis

space of the labels of the target unlabeled data is essentially

spanned by the outputs predicted by the classifiers learned

from the source domains, referred to here as source classi-

fiers.

Based on this observation, in this paper, we proposed to

directly learn the labels of the target unlabeled data, which

form a label vector. This label vector is assumed to be a

linear combination of the outputs on the target unlabeled

data predicted by some source classifiers (see Sec. III-A).

Meanwhile, to alleviate the sample selection bias from the

source labeled data, we learn the weight of this linear

combination by minimizing the structural risk functional

(similar to (1)) defined on the target unlabeled samples only.

Since the outputs on the target unlabeled data predicted by

existing source classifiers are given in advance, which in turn

form a label matrix for the target unlabeled data. Hence, the

resultant optimization problem can be reduced to a Multiple

Kernel Learning (MKL) [19] problem with a set of given

label matrices (see Sec. III-B), in which the optimal weight

for each label matrix, as well as the final decision classifier

can be learned simultaneously. In this paper, we employ the

maximum margin criterion used in SVM 1 to group the target

unlabeled data into discrete classes. Hence, our method is

called Maximal Margin Target Label Learning (MMTLL).

The core contributions of the current paper are summa-

rized and outlined as follows:

1) To our knowledge, this is the first DA work that

learns the labels of the target unlabeled data from a

convex hull of the outputs predicted by multiple source

classifiers, namely label vectors. Unlike existing DA

1Other criteria such as maximum likelihood, maximum entropy can also
be used for grouping the target unlabeled data.

methods, which either use one source classifier or a

linear combination of multiple source classifiers with

a predefined weighting for prediction [17], [18], [20],

our method can simultaneously learn the final target

classifier and the weight for each source classifier such

that some poor label vectors (with a small margin) will

be pruned out and promising label vectors (with a large

margin) will be re-weighted higher.

2) Existing DA methods usually train classifiers using

(2) based on the source labeled samples so the issues

pertaining to sample selection bias in DA remain to

persist. In contrast, our method directly minimize the

risk functional in (1) defined on the target unlabeled

data only by using an appropriate combination of

available source classifiers of different biases in a

manner such that the sample selection bias issue

caused by imbalanced class distribution is minimized.

In addition, since only precomputed source classifiers

are needed, MMTLL can also cater for the situation

where only precomputed classifiers are provided, and

the source labeled data are in private or are required to

be preserved in their domain only. In the same spirit,

our approach is also beneficial to the field involving

large scale decentralized database, where only the

precomputed classifiers need to be moved and learned

instead of the huge datasets during target predictions.

3) In the experimental study, we showed that MMTLL

emerged as superior to several state-of-the-art DA

methods in most of the tasks considered and was re-

silient to negative transfer [12] whereas other methods

suffered for some of the settings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

discusses the related work. Section III introduces MMTLL

and its implementation. Extensive experiments on Sentiment

and Newsgroup datasets are carried out in Section IV.

Then the experimental results are analyzed and discussed

in Section V. Lastly, the conclusive remarks of this paper

are drawn in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In [2], the authors showed that DA learning problems can

be solved by minimizing the empirical risk of the target

domain in (1) if the joint distributions of the target domain

is known. However, in practice, labeled data are usually very

limited or even absent in the target domain, hence existing

DA methods generally estimate the joint distribution of the

target domain from the source domains.

The initial work of DA using a single source domain was

proposed in [21] by assuming that the joint distribution of

the source domain is the same as that of the target domain.

An extension of the work to multiple source domains was

subsequently proposed [17]. The approach is established as

Multiple Convex Combinations (MCC), which formulates

each source domain as a Support Vector Machines (SVM)
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Figure 1. Maximal Margin Target Label Learning Framework

learning problem while treating all the source domains

equally. However, directly applying all the source domains

to the learning task can be harmful for predicting the

target data [22]. Instead of treating all classifiers equally,

a further extension of MCC, namely Domain Adaptation
Machine (DAM) [18], was proposed to incorporate some

prior knowledge between the source and target domains in

order to define the importance of each source classifier.

In [4], Kernel-Mean Matching (KMM) was proposed to

estimate the marginal distribution of the target domain by

learning the weight of each source sample; then a classifier is

trained by minimizing the empirical risk of the re-weighted

source samples in (2). In spite of the advancements made,

KMM nevertheless assumes the predictive distributions,

p(y|x), between the source and target domains to be similar.

Taking this cue, in this paper, we present a study that relaxes

the degree of similarity in the predictive distributions of the

source and target domains.

Another popular trend to alleviate the effect of sample

selection bias in DA is to find an appropriate feature

representation of the source domains that would represent

the feature space of the target domain well [23], [24].

Most recently, Transfer Component Analysis (TCA) [25] is

proposed to identify a suitable latent space spanned by some

basis vectors, referred to as transfer components. Since the

aforementioned methods usually train a classifier or learn

a model θ by minimizing the empirical risk of the source

domain in (2), the issues pertaining to sample selection bias

remain to persist.

Most recent alternatives to address samples selection bias

are Domain Adaptation SVM (DASVM) [7], Bridging Infor-

mation Gap (BIG) [26] and Predictive Distribution Matching

SVM (PDMSVM) [8]. Such approaches involve expensive

transductive learning processes to estimate the joint distribu-

tion of the target domain by assigning pseudo-labels to a set

of target unlabeled samples iteratively. The main differences

between these methods and our proposed MMTLL are listed

as follows. These methods start with learning a large margin

classifier from some source domains. After that, the current

classifier is used to choose some confident target unlabeled

data for assigning pseudo-labels and adding them into the

training set. Then a new classifier is trained. The whole

process is repeated until some stopping criteria are fulfilled.

Whereas MMTLL directly finds the target classifier from a

target label space, which is spanned by a convex hull of the

Algorithm 1 Generating a set of label vectors for the target

label space

Inputs: F (a set of precomputed classifiers trained from

each unique combination of source domains)

Outputs: Y (a set of generated label vectors)

s = 1;
for all f ∈ F do

indexes=sort(f(xi), ..., f(xu)) //impose the balance

constraint by sorting

for q = β to u− β do
create a column vector ys ∈ �u

assign ys with the first q indexes as negative (−1)

and the rest as positive (+1)

Y = Y ∪ ys; s = s+ 1;

end for
end for
return Y

source classifiers with different biases, and at the same time

to maximize the margin of separation on the target unlabeled

data only. In addition, the learning process of MMTLL

does not involve any computationally expensive transductive

process and is able to obtain the globally optimal solution.

III. MAXIMAL MARGIN TARGET LABEL LEARNING

Throughout the rest of this paper, superscript ′ denotes the

transpose of a vector or matrix and 1 defines a vector with

all ones. Given m source domains and one target domain Xu,

which contains u unlabeled(testing) samples, xj’s, the task

of Domain Adaptation (DA) is to predict the class label, ŷj ,

for each unlabeled sample in the target domain by leveraging

labeled data in the source domains.

Figure 1 depicts the learning process of MMTLL frame-

work. First, from each combination of source domains, a

precomputed classifier can be trained using any DA methods.

Nevertheless, the bias of the precomputed classifier learned

from the source domains would lead to sample selection

bias. To address this bias issue, MMTLL learns the bias of

each precomputed classifier by using the target unlabeled

data, meanwhile MMTLL also uses these precomputed

classifiers to generate numerous source classifiers to form

the target label space (see Sec. III-A). With the target label

space, MMTLL maximizes the margin of separation of the

target unlabeled data in the label space that is spanned by

a linear combination of source classifiers and then proceeds

to learn the weight of each source classifier (see Sec. III-B).

In what follows, we will discuss the relations between

MMTLL and existing DA methods: MCC, DAM and CP-

MDA. In single source domain setting, DA methods learn a

classifier, f , and predict a target unlabeled sample xi ∈ Xu

as ŷi = sign(f(xi)) where sign(·) is the sign function

such that sign(t) = 1 if t > 0; otherwise, sign(t) = −1.

In [17], MCC is proposed for multiple source domains
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and predicts xi as ŷi = sign
(

1
m

∑m
s=1 fs(xi)

)
where fs

is the classifier trained on the sth source domain. And

each fs is treated equally. In [18], the weight gs of each

classifier is predefined based on the distribution differences

between the source and target domains. Then, DAM predicts

xi using ŷi = sign
(∑m

s=1 gsfs(xi)
)

with
∑m

s=1 gs = 1.

Finally, a target classifier is learned based on ŷi. Chattopad-

hyay et al. [20] proposed Conditional Probability based

Multi-source Domain Adaptation (CP-MDA), which extends

DAM with an additional manifold regularizer defined on the

target unlabeled data. First, the weight gs of each classifier

is precomputed, then a target classifier is learned based

on these weights. In contrast, the task of MMTLL is to

directly learn the weight gs and the target learning model

simultaneously. Hence, the solution of many DA methods

can be deemed as a special case of the MMTLL framework.

A. Generating Target Label Space via Multiple Source Clas-
sifiers

For m source domains, a precomputed classifier can be

trained for each individual source domain and every combi-

nation of 2, 3, ..., (m− 1) source domains, till all m source

domains are combined; thus
∑m

i=1
m!

i!(m−i)! classifiers can

be trained. Normally, each precomputed classifier includes

a bias b so that the decision boundary is not restricted to

intersect at the origin. Since these classifiers are trained

from the source domains which bear differing distributions

to the target domain, it would generally be more appropriate

to determine the bias based on target domain Xu. Herein,

we propose to learn the bias from the target unlabeled

samples by imposing a balance constraint such that β ≤
1′(ys + 1)/2 ≤ u − β, where ys = [ŷ1, · · · , ŷu]′ and β is

the parameter to control the class balance. Then this balance

constraint can be implemented by sorting the precomputed

classifier’s decision outputs on the target unlabeled data.

And in turn there are u − 2β ways to impose the balance

constraint, resulting in (u−2β)
∑m

i=1
m!

i!(m−i)! label vectors.

Notice that diverse forms of precomputed classifiers can be

trained using SVM, Gaussian Process, Transductive SVM

[10] or other supervised, semi-supervised and DA methods.

For simplicity, we only consider supervised SVM method

in the present study. The overall algorithm is outlined in

Algorithm 1.

Upon Z label vectors are formed, the target label space,

M, is defined as follows:

M =
{
ŷ =

∑Z
s=1 gsys

∣∣∑Z
s=1 gs = 1, gs ≥ 0,

β ≤ 1′(ys + 1)/2 ≤ (u− β), ∀s = 1, ..., Z
}
(3)

which forms a convex hull [27] of the label vectors of the

target unlabeled data, where the importance of each label

vector, ys, is weighted by gs. Note, the balance constraint,

β ≤ 1′(ys + 1)/2 ≤ u − β, is enforced by Algorithm 1

while generating ys.

B. Learning the Labels of Target Unlabeled Data

Since the true distributions of the source and target

domains often differ, negative transfer may result. Taking

this cue, instead of minimizing (2), we proposed to minimize

the expected risk functional in (1) using only the target

unlabeled samples with the loss function L 2. In particular,

MMTLL maximizes the margin of separation with the

regularizer ‖w‖22; meanwhile at the same time, MMTLL

learns the labels of the target unlabeled samples to minimize

the structural risk functional:

min
ŷ∈M

{
min
w,ρ,ξ

1

2
‖w‖22 − ρ+ C

u∑
i=1

ξi

s.t. ŷiw
′φ(xi) ≥ ρ− ξi, ∀i = 1, ..., u

} (4)

where φ(·) maps xi into a high dimensional space induced

by a kernel k, the decision function is denoted as w′φ(x),
ρ/‖w‖ is the margin of separation and C denotes the

regularization parameter that controls the model complexity

(‖w‖) and the empirical risk (the slack variables ξi’s).

MMTLL learns the weight of each label vector (from the

source classifier) ys in (4) by minimizing the structural risk

of the samples in the target domain only. This is in contrast

to DAM [18] and its variant, CP-MDA [20], which require

prior knowledge about the source and target domains to

determine the weight of each label vector ys. Furthermore,

learning the target classifier in DAM or CP-MDA requires

some target labeled data. It is notable that here, MMTLL

does not impose such requirement on the target labeled

data. Nevertheless, if some target labeled data are available,

MMTLL can easily incorporate them by fixing the labels of

the target labeled data in each ys.

In what follows, the steps to solve (4) will be described.

First, the dual of the inner minimization in (4) is as follows:

min
ŷ∈M

{
max
α∈A

−1

2
α′(K
 ŷŷ′)α

}
(5)

where α is the vector of the Lagrangian multipliers for

the inequalities in (4), A = {α|∑u
i=1 αi = 1, 0 ≤ αi ≤

C, ∀i = 1, ..., u}, K = [k(xi,xj)]u×u is the kernel matrix

where k(xi,xj) = φ(xi)
′φ(xj), and 
 denotes the element-

wise product operator. Since A and M are both compact sets

and according to minimax theorem [28], swapping the order

of the min and max in (5) is equivalent to:

max
α∈A

{
min
ŷ∈M

−1

2
α′(K
 ŷŷ′)α

}
(6)

In addition, (6) can be reformulated as:

max
α∈A

{
max

θ
−θ

s.t. θ ≥ 1

2
α′(K
 ytyt

′)α, ∀yt ∈ M
} (7)

2For simplicity, in this paper, we use the hinge loss function in SVM,
but we can also use logistic loss or square loss in the proposed framework.
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Moreover, the dual form of the inner maximization of (7) is:

max
α∈A

{
min
d∈D

−1

2
α′

( ∑
t:yt∈M

dtK
 ytyt
′
)
α
}

(8)

where d is the vector of the Lagrangian multipliers dt’s for

the inequalities in (7) and D = {d|∑t:yt∈M dt = 1, dt ≥
0, ∀t : yt ∈ M}. Since D and A are compact, swapping

the order of the max and min in (8) is equivalent to:

min
d∈D

{
max
α∈A

−1

2
α′

( ∑
t:yt∈M

dtK
 ytyt
′
)
α
}

(9)

Note, (9) can be deemed as a Multiple Kernel Learning

(MKL) problem [19] where each of the base kernels in MKL

is represented by K
yty
′
t. Hence, (9) can be solved using

any efficient MKL solver where mind∈D and maxα∈A can

be solved iteratively.

Due to the presence of a large number of source classi-

fiers, solving (9) via MKL may not be efficient. Fortunately,

since it is unlikely for all of the constraints in (7) to be active

at the optimal solution, the efficient cutting plane method can

be used [15], [29], [30] to solve (9) (see Algorithm 2). The

algorithm begins with the initialization of α = 1
u1 and then

locates the most violated constraint which is the one with

largest objective value in (10) and fails the constraint in (7).

Theorem 1. The most violated constraint of (7) for a fixed
α is then:

arg max
y∈M2

1

2
y′(K
αα′)y , where M2 = {y1, ...,yZ}

(10)

Proof: Let F (y) = 1
2y

′(K 
 αα′)y. Since F () is a

convex function, F ((1 − λ)yi + λyj) ≤ (1 − λ)F (yi) +
λF (yj), ∀yi,yj ∈ M2, λ ∈ [0, 1] according to the con-

vexity property. Suppose F (yi) > F (yj), then we have

F ((1−λ)yi+λyj) ≤ F (yi). Similarity, if F (yi) < F (yj),
then F ((1−λ)yi+λyj) ≤ F (yj). Therefore, F ((1−λ)yi+
λyj) ≤ max(F (yi), F (yj)) holds. Using induction [27],

F (λ1y1+λ2y2+...+λZyZ) ≤ (argmaxy∈M2
f(y)) given∑Z

i=1 λi = 1 and ∀λi ∈ [0, 1].
Note that for (10), no numerical optimization solver is

needed as the maximum objective value is simply obtained

by computing all the objective values in the set M2. And

the most violated yt corresponds to the one with the highest

value among those computed. Hence, the active constraint is

chosen based on the most violated yt. Then, the current set

of selected constraints are solved via MKL. The process

of finding the next most violated constraint is repeated

until convergence. Empirically, only a few iterations is

needed for Algorithm 2 to converge. Assuming the empirical

complexity of the SVM training is O(u2.3), the overall time

complexity of MMTLL is O(TJ(u2.3)), where J and T are

iterations incurred by the cutting plane method and MKL,

respectively. From our experiments, J is generally less than

a dozen and T is usually small as it depends on J .

Algorithm 2 Maximal Margin Target Label Learn-

ing (MMTLL)

Inputs: M2 //a set of label vectors

α = 1
u1, then find the most violated yt in (10) and let

S = {yt}
repeat

Find the optimal d ∈ S and α in (9) via MKL

Find the most violated yt by (10) and set S = S ∪ yt

until convergence

return Y =
∑

t:yt∈S dtytyt
′

Table I
Grouping of source and target domains in Newsgroup dataset

Domain Category comp Category rec Category sci
Source 1 windows.x motorcycles electronics
Source 2 sys.ibm.pc.hardware sport.baseball med
Source 3 sys.mac.hardware sport.hockey space

Target graphics autos crypt

Upon convergence, we have
∑

t:yt∈M dt 
 ytyt
′ =

Ydiag(d)Y′ = Ydiag(d)0.5(Ydiag(d)0.5)′, where Y =
[y1, · · · ,yZ ] and diag(d) returns a diagonal matrix with

d as the diagonal entries. Following [15], the labels of

the target unlabeled data can be recovered using the eigen-

vector V1 corresponding to the largest singular value D1

of Ydiag(d)0.5 by means of singular value decomposition,

which takes O(uZ2) time complexity. The polarity of the

groups can then be determined by the majority vote of the

precomputed classifiers.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In the present study, several state-of-the-art algorithms are

investigated on different settings with the datasets involving

three source domains and a target domain:

1) 1S-SVMBest: Each source domain is trained using

SVM and the best accuracy among the classifiers is

reported.

2) 2S-SVMBest: Each unique pair of source domains is

trained using SVM and the best accuracy among the

classifiers is reported.

3) MCC: Multiple Convex Combination denotes a rep-

resentative of DA method that linearly combines all

source domains and trained using SVM [17]. Since the

present study involves three source domains, MCC is

equivalent to 3S-SVM.

4) LG-MMC: Label Generating Maximum Margin Clus-

tering3 [15] maximizes the margin separating two

opposite clusters of the target unlabeled data without

using any label information of the source domains.

Since LG-MMC does not use any class label infor-

mation, we assume the class labels assigning to the

respective clusters are the class labels that will give

the best accuracy.

3The program is downloaded from http://lamda.nju.edu.cn/files/
LGMMC v2.rar
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5) KMMBest: Kernel Mean Matching addresses the

marginal distribution differences between a single

source domain and a target domain by re-weighting

each of the source samples in the Reproducing Kernel

Hilbert Space (RKHS) such that the Maximum Mean

Discrepancy (MMD) criterion defined with the source

and target domains [4] is minimized. A weighted

SVM is then trained on the source domain using the

derived weight of each sample. One KMM is trained

for each source domain and the best accuracy among

the classifiers is reported.

6) TCABest: Transfer Component Analysis assumes there

exists some feature map with similar predictive distri-

butions between a single source domain and a target

domain, i.e., PS(y|x) ≈ PT (y|x), where superscripts
S and T refer to source domain and target domain,

respectively. Hence, it learns a set of transfer compo-

nents in a RKHS using the MMD criterion, and then

SVM is trained on the source domain in this RKHS

[25]. One TCA is trained for each source domain and

the best accuracy among the classifiers is reported.

7) MMTLL: Maximal Margin Target Label Learning

learns the labels of the target unlabeled data through

maximizing the margin separation of the target data

based on the label space spanned by a linear combi-

nation of source classifiers described in Figure 1.

The parameters of all methods are configured by means

of k-fold cross-source domains validation as suggested in

[21] (an extension of k-fold cross validation for DA). Here,

k is the number of source domains, i.e. k = m. Specifically,

each partition represents a source domain in k-fold cross-

source domains validation. In addition, β is fixed as 0.3×u
in LG-MMC and MMTLL. In the experimental study, the

datasets are pre-processed, with only the single-terms ex-

tracted, stopwords removed, stemming and normalizing of

each feature performed. Consequently, each feature of the

sample is represented by its respective tf-idf value and the

linear kernel is employed.

As discussed in [7], [8], the class imbalance in the source

and target domains would cause their joint distributions to

differ further and this may lead to negative transfer. That is,

the learned source classifiers have degraded performances

in the target domains. In practice, since the true class

distribution of the target domain is usually unknown, to

analyze the effects of class imbalance in the source and

target domains towards different learning algorithms, the

term Target Positive Class Ratio (TPCR) is defined to denote

the number of positive samples in the target domain. For

example in a set of 1000 target samples, a TPCR of 0.3

implies 300 samples are positive and the rest are negative. In

the experimental study, TPCR values of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 are

investigated. Similarly, the term Source Positive Class Ratio
(SPCR) is also defined to denote the number of positive

samples in the source domain. In the experimental study,

the robustness of different state-of-the-art algorithms for

different configurations, particularly SPCR values of 0.2,

0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 are also investigated.

For imbalanced target class settings, Area under the Curve

(AUC) performance measure is commonly used [31]. In

addition, AUC defined by one run, i.e., a particular TPCR

value, is also well known as balanced accuracy [32]. Fur-

thermore, existing work that seeks to factor out the effect

of class distribution also used balanced accuracy in their

evaluation [33]. Hence, balanced accuracy is reported as the

evaluation measure in the experimental study:

Balanced Accuracy = 0.5( tp
tp+fn + tn

tn+fp ) (11)

where tp, fn, tn, fp are the number of true positive, false

negative, true negative and false positive, respectively.

A. Multi-Domain Sentiment Dataset

The dataset was prepared in [24]. It comprises four

categories of product reviews: Book, DVDs, Electronics,

and Kitchen appliances from Amazon.com. Each review is

marked with a five-star rating where a higher star rating im-

plies a better feedback. The 3-star ratings data are removed

to avoid ambiguity in binary classification, and the negative

samples are made up of 1-star and 2-star ratings whereas the

rest of the ratings form the positive samples. For each task,

one category is posed as the target domain while the rest as

related source domains. In each of the tasks, 2000 samples

are randomly selected from each source domain to form the

labeled data and 500 samples from the target domain as

unlabeled data. The average results of 10 independent runs

per task are then reported.

B. Multi-Domain Newsgroup Dataset

The dataset consists of three main categories: comp, rec,

and sci. Each main category is separated into Source 1,

Source 2, Source 3 and Target (see Table I), resulting in

three tasks: comp vs. rec, comp vs. sci and rec vs. sci. In each

of the tasks, 1000 samples are randomly selected from each

source domain to form the labeled data while 500 samples

from the target domain as unlabeled data. Similarly, each

task is repeated 10 times and the average results are reported.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Sentiment Experimental Result Discussion

In Figure 2, the reported results for the Sentiment predic-

tion dataset are the balanced accuracy defined in (11) on the

target unlabeled data. The three subfigures on the top denote

the results obtained on the target domain with a positive class

ratio (TPCR) of 0.3 whereas the other three subfigures on

the bottom represent the results for TPCR of 0.5. Subfigures

2(a) and 2(d) summarize the balanced accuracy of the target

domain with varying SPCR in the source domain on the

DVDs datasets. On the other hand, subfigures 2(b,e) and
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Figure 2. Sentiment Experimental Results where top section having target domain’s positive class ratio(TPCR) as 0.3 and the bottom section is TPCR=0.5.
The x-axis is the various source domain’s positive class ratio(SPCR) settings and the y-axis is the balanced accuracy. Maximal Margin Target Label Learning
(MMTLL) is our proposed method.

subfigures 2(c,f) show the results for Electronics and Kitchen
appliances datasets as the target domain, respectively. Note

that due to space constraints, experimental results on the

Book dataset as the target domain are omitted from this

paper. Since the results for TPCR=0.7 is symmetrical to that

of TPCR=0.3, all other target domains for TPCR of 0.7 are

also omitted.

As observed from Figure 2, LG-MMC exhibited the worst

balanced accuracy across all methods for most of the results

reported. This indicates that an unsupervised approach based

on maximal margin separation of the unlabeled data without

using any label information is less effective than other DA

methods that leverages the abundant labeled data from other

related source domains for classifying the target unlabeled

data. Thus, DA methods are useful on the Sentiment data in

the absence of label information in the target domain.

When the SPCR approaches to the two extremes (i.e.,
0.2 and 0.8), the performances of most methods, except for

MMTLL, significantly degraded. Since both KMM and TCA

minimize the marginal distribution differences between the

target and source domains using the MMD criterion [4], the

degraded performances indicate that the necessary assump-

tion on similar predictive distributions between source and

target domains in KMM and TCA does not always hold on

the Sentiment data. And this verifies that the change in class

distribution would easily lead to sample selection bias.

With the TPCR varying between 0.3 to 0.5, the results

show that the trends of most methods are unaffected by the

changing of TPCR except for KMMBest and TCABest. The

former re-weights the importance of each sample and the

latter finds a suitable kernel mapping between the source

and target domains. In particular, on average, KMMBest

degrades more than 10% in balanced accuracy in all SPCR

settings when TPCR varies from 0.5 to 0.3. On the other

hand, by leveraging the source labeled data, TCABest re-

ported improved balanced accuracies over 1S-SVMBest for

SPCR of 0.2 and 0.4 when TPCA changes from 0.5 to

0.3. This implies that TCA (feature based DA method)

is more effective than KMM (instance weighting based

DA method) on the Sentiment data due to harnessing the

label information from the source domain despite the class

distribution being skewed.
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Recall that negative transfer is observed when a DA

method makes use of source data but achieves degraded

performances than other methods that do not use any source

data. From Figure 2(c), the results of KMMBest for SPCR of

0.2 or 0.8 are noted to be significantly poorer than that of

LG-MMC (unsupervised learning method). Thus, negative

transfer is notable in KMMBest on the sentiment data.

The performances of other DA methods are also shown

to suffer due to the sample selection biases of the source

domains. The proposed MMTLL method, which maximizes

the margin of separation only on the target unlabeled data via

the label space that is spanned by the source classifiers with

different biases, on the other hand is observed to perform

robustly across the varying SPCR and TPCR settings. In

addition, MMTLL is noted to have attained higher prediction

accuracies than all the other methods for SPCR of 0.2 and

0.8, as observed in all the subfigures. This demonstrates the

success of MMTLL in minimizing the sample selection bias

on the Sentiment data across all settings considered.

It is worth noting that TCABest also attains superior

accuracy at SPCR of 0.4 on the Sentiment data (see Fig-

ure 2(a,b,c)). Note that the reported balanced accuracy

of TCABest is the best accuracy among the three results

reported in Figure 3, each of which is obtained by applying

TCA on different source domain. The prediction accuracy of

each source domain trained using SVM, which is denoted

as 1S-SVM is also depicted within Figure 3. In practice,

it is non-trivial to determine which source domain is the

most suitable for the target domain beforehand, especially

in the absence of prior knowledge on the target domain.

MMTLL thus fills this gap by suitable source classifiers

and ensembles them for improved predictive performance in

the target domain of interest. Therefore, in general, Figure

3 shows that TCA performs much worse than MMTLL

throughout all SPCR settings.

B. Newsgroup Experimental Result Discussion

The results for the Newsgroup data are reported in Fig-

ure 5. We can observe that LG-MMC achieves decent per-

formances on the Newsgroup data. Particularly, LG-MMC

reports improved balanced accuracies over 1S-SVMBest, 2S-

SVMBest, MCC and KMMBest for SPCR of 0.2 and 0.8 in

most of the subfigures. This implies that learning from target

unlabeled data only can be more beneficial than the labeled

samples of other source domains, when the target data have

well separated cluster structures. 1S-SVMBest also operates

based on maximizing the margin of separation but training is

concentrated on the source domain. It is observed to achieve

higher prediction accuracies over LG-MMC at SPCR 0.4

and 0.6 on the comp vs. rec task. However, lower accu-

racies are reported relative to LG-MMC at SPCR 0.2 and

0.8. On the other hand, KMMBest improved the accuracy

performance by matching the marginal distributions between

the source and target domains. However, KMMBest still

fares lower than LG-MMC. In addition, negative transfer is

notable in all methods except MMTLL (see Figure 5(b,c,e,f))

since their prediction accuracies deteriorate over LG-MMC.

Nevertheless, TCABest and MMTLL significantly achieve

higher balanced accuracies than LG-MMC, 1S-SVMBest

and KMMBest. Overall, MMTLL emerges as superior to all

other methods considered in all experimental settings except

on the rec vs. sci task where TPCR=0.3.

The results in Figure 4 indicates that TCA performs

poorer relative to MMTLL if source 2 or source 3 is

considered in the training process of classifying the target

unlabeled data. Therefore, selecting which source domain for

TCA is an essential task that will impact on its effectiveness.

However, in practice, it is difficult to determine the most

appropriate source domain for TCA beforehand.

C. Comparison with other Sample Selection Bias methods

In what follows, the focus is placed on DA methods

that consider a transductive paradigm to address sample

selection bias. Here the representative approaches considered

are Domain Adaptation SVM (DASVM) [7] and Predictive

Distribution Matching SVM (PDMSVM) [8]. The time

complexity of DASVM and PDMSVM is O(u(ns)
2.3) and

O(u(ns + u)3), respectively, where ns is the total number

of source samples in all domains and O((ns)
2.3) denotes

the empirical complexity assumed in the SVM training. In

this paper, we are particularly interested on the multiple

source domain setting which was demonstrated to be suitable

for DA problems [8], [17], [18], [20]. Under this setting,

usually ns � u. Recall, the time complexity of MMTLL is

O(TJ(u2.3)). When ns � u, both DASVM and PDMSVM

are more computationally expensive than MMTLL. For the

sake of conciseness, we only report the experimental results

for DASVM and MMTLL on the Kitchen appliances, where

the target domain has ns values of 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,

5000 and 6000 for TPCR of 0.3 and u = 500. Note,

ns source samples has balance labeled samples from each

source domain. Similarly, each task is repeated 10 times and

the average results are reported.

Due to space constraint, only the average time of SPCR

of 0.8 is reported. Nevertheless, the average time for the rest

of SPCR values are similar to SPCR of 0.8. In Figure 6, the

time incurred by DASVM is noted to be 50 times more than

MMTLL (including the training time for different source

classifiers) at ns = 6000. Hence, DASVM does not scale

better than MMTLL when ns � u. As ns reduces gradually,

the time incurred by DASVM also reduced. However, the

balanced accuracy of DASVM also degrades sharply along

with the decreasing ns considered as shown in Table II.

Furthermore, MMTLL is reported as superior to DASVM in

all settings. In addition, the balanced accuracy of MMTLL

remains robust for varying ns. This is due to the success

of MMTLL, which learns the labels from a convex hull

of numerous source classifiers of different bias to identify
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suitable source classifiers with distributions that are close to

the target distribution for improved inference.

VI. CONCLUSION

Existing DA methods train classifier using samples in

the source domain as part of their training set. Due to the

differing distributions of the source and target domains, the

issue of sample selection bias often creeps in, resulting in

poor prediction accuracy of current DA methods. To address

this, we propose the novel Maximal Margin Target Label

Learning (MMTLL) method, which learns the important

weight of each source classifier via maximizing the margin

separation of the samples only in the target domain. In the

experimental study, MMTLL is shown to display superiority

across the entire range of imbalanced class settings when

pit against several state-of-the-art methods. In addition,

MMTLL is also resilient to negative transfer, in contrast

to other counterpart methods which suffered significantly

in prediction accuracy. Last but not least, MMTLL also

exhibited robust accuracies on all the settings considered.
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